MUSICAL THEATER

In this class, students learn all the basics of chess in a fun and noncompetitive atmosphere. The girls will be taught how to piece the move and the use of a chess clock. They will learn basic chess strategies, openings, tactics and problem-solving skills.

SCIENCE for Grade 3

Teacher: Ms. Orsino

Class Fee: $595

Materials Fee: $50

This program is for girls with all levels of experience and skill sets. The focus will be on basic positioning and play. Girls will be returned home after the activity by a Corbin’s Crusader bus. Service from 60th Street to 106th Street East and West.

MATH SUPPORT Grades 1, 2

Class Fee: $595

Teacher: T.B.A.

This class is for students who need additional support to reinforce Math concepts, strategies and daily homework. This class is a new adventure and opportunity to put coding fundamentals into action.

OFF CAMPUS

SOCCER at Sacred Heart!

for Grades 1, 2 (Central Park)

Teacher: Super Soccer Coaches

Class Fee: $595

This class will focus on math concepts and honing working at grade level and above.

IMPROV THEATER for Grades 1, 2

Teacher: T.B.A.

Class Fee: $595

Students will learn and practice the fundamentals of storytelling, listening, and team play. Equipment needed: smackers.

LEGO ROBOTICS & DRONE PILOTING

Class Fee: $595

Students will build and create coding for a robotic gadget to solve a problem through an exciting, story-based challenge. Students will also explore the relationship between robotics and drones, and practice drone flight with obstacle courses and scavenger hunts.

MATH ENRICHMENT for Grades 3, 4

Teacher: Ms. Roni Radcliffe

Class Fee: $595

This class is for students who need additional support to reinforce Math concepts, strategies and daily homework.

MATH SUPPORT Grades 3, 4

Class Fee: $595

Teacher: Mrs. Mantua Cook

Hours: 3:30 - 4:30 pm

This class will (for Grades 1, 2, 3)

Teacher: T.B.A.

Class Fee: $595

Materials Fee: $50

Students will learn and code while exploring an interactive Harry Potter world in Minecraft. Every class is a new adventure and opportunity to put coding fundamentals into action.

FIBER ARTS for Grades 2, 3, 4

Teacher: Ms. Zoe Davis

Hours: 3:00 - 3:30 pm

Materials Fee: $25

This class will cover the world of textiles in this fun and artistic class.

COMIC BOOK CREATION for Grades 2, 3, 4

Class Fee: $595

Teacher: Ms. Roni Radcliffe

Hours: 3:00 - 3:30 pm

Materials Fee: $50

This class will help students find their inner hero who can see the good in everyone!

EARTH SCIENCE for Grades 1, 2

Class Fee: $595

Teacher: T.B.A.

Hours: 3:00 - 3:30 pm

The foundations of biology, zoology, geology, oceanography and more will make or find objects from nature! They will also learn about contemporary and historic artists using unconventional materials.

HOMEWORK’S DONE! for Grades 2, 3, 4

Class Fee: $595

Teacher: T.B.A.

Hours: 3:00 - 3:30 pm

FIBER ARTS for Grades 2, 3, 4

The class is for students who need additional support to reinforce Math concepts, strategies and daily homework.

INTRODUCTION TO RUNNING for Grades 1, 2

Class Fee: $595

Teacher: Mrs. Katie Amendol and Ms. Clare Long

Hours: 3:30 - 4:00 pm

This class will focus on math concepts and honing working at grade level and above.

HOMEWORK’S DONE! for Grades 2, 3, 4

Class Fee: $595

Teacher: Ms. Zoe Davis

Hours: 3:30 - 4:00 pm

This class will help to build confidence and collaboration!

LEGO ROBOTICS & DRONE PILOTING for Grades 1, 2, 3

Teacher: T.B.A.

Hours: 3:00 - 3:30 pm

Students will build and create coding for a robotic gadget to solve a problem through an exciting, story-based challenge. Students will also explore the relationship between robotics and drones, and practice drone flight with obstacle courses and scavenger hunts.

MATH ENRICHMENT for Grades 3, 4

Teacher: Ms. Roni Radcliffe

Class Fee: $595

Materials Fee: $50

Students will learn and code while exploring an interactive Harry Potter world in Minecraft. Every class is a new adventure and opportunity to put coding fundamentals into action.
AFFINITY GROUP for Grades 1, 2, 3, 4
Teacher: Ms. Marianne Quintanilla
Hours: 3:30 - 4:30 pm
Class Fee: $595
The girls will learn the fundamentals of en garde, lunging, and parrying in a fun and safe environment. The program is for girls with all levels of experience and back to school on a Sacred Heart bus.

GROUP ICE SKATING AT CHELSEA Piers
Purpose: Grades 1, 2, 3, 4
Teacher: Chelsea Piers Instructors
Hours: 3:15 - 5:00 pm (Bus leaves at 3:00 pm)
Class Fee: $595
In this activity, girls participate in a group skating lesson and a free 30-minute session. The program focuses on technique and back to school on a Sacred Heart bus.

 off campus

CAMPUS OFFICE

Contact: Patricia Sweeney (psweeney@cshnyc.org)

Registration for FALL 2023 please go to:
https://lowerschoolafterschool.campbrainregistration.com/

-- Create an account and password
-- Select your after school class/es
-- Use your credit card to pay (VISA, Discover and Mastercard only) NO AMERICAN EXPRESS
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